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Explanatory notes 

The monetary unit in Sri Lanka is the rupee (SRs).   Following the revalua- 

tion of the rupee on 12 March 1977, all rupee figurées quoted are at the new 

rate.    The value of the rupee in relation to the United States dollar was 

|US 1 = SRs 7.30. In converting the German mark (DM)   to the pound sterling (£) 

a conversion rate of DM 4*43 = *1 was used. 

References to dollars (*) are to United States dollars, unless otherwise stated. 

The following abbreviations are used in this report 1 

Ceylon Leather Products Corporation CLPC 

f.o.b. 

c.i.f. 

FEEC 

free on board 

cost,  insurance, freight 

foreign exchange entitlement certificate 

The direct-moulded sole process is also referred to as"vulcanizing process*. 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 

document do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 

the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal statuB of any 

country,  territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not imply the endorse- 

ment of the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO). 
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ABSTRACT 

In 1974,  the Government of 3ri  Lanka requested the United Nations 

Development Programm.;  (UNDP)  to assist the Ceylon Leather Products Corporation 

(CLPC)  in starting tr,e production of direct-moulded sole footwear in their 

shoe factory. 

The project '•A^Jintance in Manufacture of Direct-moulded Sole Footwear" 

(Sl/:5RL/74/87l)i/wat   .pproved in January 1975 and the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organizer')-r   (UNTDO) was designated executing agency.    A footwear 

technologist went to   -ri. Lanka for three month? anil completed hie mission 

m April 1977.    The e-putt was attached  to  the Ministry of Industries and 

ocientific Affaire an J   jorked at the CLPC shoe factory at Mattakkuliya,  Colombo. 

The expert fourc'   'hat,  by concerting from the McKay procese to the direct- 

moulded sole process,   I'oth machinery and labour could be saved.     His recommendation 

for a conveyor layout, ('ascription of the sequence, of operation for the various 

designs to be produce and financial and  feasibility analysis of the new process 

are given in Vie aujH.;-<.t•. 

In addition  to  *hr duties connected with tho introduction of the new 

direct-moulded -.ole y:   ' :;SB,   the expert wan requested by the management of 

CLPC to advisu  -id  fu   ;><-:isible reorganisation  if  the entire  shoe factory in 

order to improve qu •!   ^   am.  productivity.    Hiß recommendations  include a 

reduction of tfo nuni.fi'   ;f different  types of footwear constructions produced, 

a reduction ci   Die 1; 1 (>'ir force or a EubBtantial  increase of productivity by 

the  introduction of m,,,; form of effective incentive payment  system related to 

the actual daily output. 

li On   I    >if!uvy  • '77  the project number was changed  from ]S/SPL/74/071 

to 3I/SPL/74/<"71. 
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israoDUcnoN 

The Ceylon father Products Corporation (CLPC) Mas formed in 1956 and now 

consists of three wits: a tannery, a leather goods factory and a footwear 

factory.    The planned production of the footwear factory is 275,000 pairs per 

year.    Its actual production is only 215,000 pairs, which is a shortfall  of 

almost 22#.    The footwear factory has been operating at a loss since 1965« 

In the two years, 1975 and 1976, its losses were SRs 2.4 million.    The other 

two units of CLPC,  the tannery and the leather ¿oods factory, are profit making. 

The production of the footwear factory consists of a varied collection 

of types and constructions, some of whioli are made in small quantities.    There 

are eight types: McKay leather soles, with a planned production of 50 pairs a 

day;  McKay rubber soleB, 250 pairs a day» hand-sewn, welted specials and sports, 

30 pairs a day} cemented, 400 pairs a day}  sandals and slippers, 350 pairs a 

day, and Veldscheons (Btitch down), 70 pairs a day.    The planned production is 

1,150 pairs per day. 

The production is practically all for the local market with very little 

for export.    Of the 215,000 pairs produoed per year, 53,000 are for government 

organizations, and the rest is sold to the public. 

Government organisations, in particular the army, requested a more durable 

type of footwear since the existing McKay construction was unsatisfactory for 

the climatic conditions encountered in Sri Lanka.    In the McKay construction 

threads are used to attach the sole; in the wet, highly humid climate of Sri 

Lanka the threads rot, causing the soles to become loose and fall off.    This 

construction is also not fully waterproof. 

These shortcomings in the McKay construction led the CLPC to request 

assistance in starting a direct-moulded sole footwear production.    The request 

; was made in 1974 through the Sri Lanka Ministry of Industries and Scientific 

Affairs to the Uhi ted Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 

Sri Lanka has an abundant supply of rubber, whioh is the material used 

for the direct-moulded soles.   There are no threads used to attach the soles, 

the footwear is fully waterproof, and the production process requireo less 

machinery and labour. 

 %i 
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The project  "Assistance in Manufacture of Direct-moulded Sole Footwear" 

(i3T/SHL/74/fi7l)- was approved   it. January l')75 and the United Nations 

Industrial  Development Organization  (UNIDO)   wan designated   executing   iger c.y . 

A footwear  technologist went,  to ."'-ri  Lanka or, a three-month  mission;  he arrived 

on 13 January 1 >77  and left on ? April   1977 after completion of his assignment. 

The expert was attached  to the Ministry of Industries; and  Scientific Affairs 

and worked at  the CLl-'C show factory at Mattakkuliya,  Colombo.     His counterpart 

was R.  Wi.iesir.ghe,   Factory Manager,   who was later unable  to  continuo owin,: lo 

the pressure of work;   he was   replaced  by  the Quality Control   Manager,   L.R.  Kkanayakc. 

The objective of the project was to  provide CI.PC with qualified assistance 

in conversion   from   the McKay to the direct-moulded sole procos;:;.     Specifically, 

the expert was expected to: 

(a) Make a  survey of  the existing plant and machinery used  in the 
manufacture of boots and shoes; 

(b) Sugge.;t  and devise means of adopting the equipment u.-ed at  present 
for the new techniques; 

(c) Advise on and recommend  the selection of plant with a suitable 
capacity to meet   the required output and ensuring the economic  feasibility 
of the project; 

(d) Advise on the required  changée of the present layout and  on the 
installation of the new plant; 

(e) Train local  counterparts. 

In addition to these duties,   the expert was requested by the management 

of CLPC  to advise >>n  the possible  reorganization of the entire  r.hoc   factory 

in order to improve quality and productivity,    itis report therefore deals 

with the situation for the whole factory,  and the findings and  recommendations 

include problems related to the factory as a whole. 

No visits were made to other footwear factories in Sri  Lanka.    The 

main buyers of CPLC were visited in order to evaluate their requirements and 

to learn their reactions to the new product.    The expert brought with him from 

England    an example of an army boot made by the new process.    The reaction to 

the product was most favourable. 

l/ On 1 January 1977 the project number waB changed from IS/SRL/74/07I 
to 5I/5BL/74/871. 



Visite were also made to find souroes of supply for the vulcanizing 

compounds and other components.    It is expeoted that there will be no 

difficulties with the supply of these various materials.    Supplies of the 

vulcanizing compounds could be obtained from the Industrial Development Board, 

a government  agency. 
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I. FINDINGS 

Productivity 

Since 1956 CLPC has acquired machinery from various manufacturers for 

different types of construotions. Most of the machinery was supplied in 1962 

and constitutes the main plant of the factory. Two pull toelasting machines 

were purchased in 1956. A pulling-over machine purchased in 1973 was never 

properly installed, and is awaiting replacement parts before it can be used. 

Although most of the maohinery is old and out of date, this is not the 

main problem of the shoe factory. More severe obstacles are low quality and 

vory low productivity. At present the factory is producing 900 pairs per day 

with a total labour force of 36O, not including the staff of such offioes as 

Galea, costing, wages etc., which also undertake work for the other two units. 

The low productivity is directly related to the great lack of discipline 

at practically d. levels of staff. The factory works an f-¿-hour day cut the 

actual hr-uiE worked cannot be more than 6 to C¿ hours. There is a Moenua 

p-.ill toelasting machine which According to the manufacturer is capable of 

producing l.'XV) pairs a day. The planned production on this line, however, 

is only 400 pairs a day and the actual average daily production is 350 pairs. 

On the sane production line there in a Moenua seatlaster which could turn out 

up to 3.5CO pairs a day, Vut which íB producing only 350 pairs a day. The 

fictory las two toelasters and three seatlasterB, but only two are in full 

working condition. 

Because or the varied constructions produced on the four lasting lines, 

and by hand-lasting, the machinery is greatly underutilised and excessively 

labour-intensive. 

Another problem is that the output varies greatly from day to day, and 

planned production figures are rarely achieved, making production planning 

very difficult. Table 1 indicates planned and actual production figures for 

the month of February 1977. A factory of this sise with its labour foroe and 

machinery should be producing a minimum of 2,(XX) pairs a day. 
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Tabl« 2 «how« th« labour foro« «aployad in ««oh dapartaant. 

Table 2.   Work foro« employed, by department 

Department 
Department 

number 
Work fore« 

Design office 522 5 

Adhesive making 211 3 

Bottom components 210 31 

Upper components 220 21 

Repairing room 225 2 

Closing (cemented) 230 38 

Closing (McKay boots, welts) 231 24 

Lasting, finishing (cemented) 240 41 

Lasting, finishing (McKay boots) 241 39 

Lasting, finishing (McKay boots) 242 36 

Components sandals 246A 11 

Closing sandals 246B 20 

Lasting and finishing sandals 246C 20 

Quality control 25 

Factory management 12 

Planning 
2 

Others -1 
Total 333 

Prom tables 1 and 2 one may oompare the productivity with the   labour 

used.    For instance sandals, department 246, employ« a total of 5I persons 

directly engaged in the production of Just over 208 pair« a day, whioh  . 

is slightly over 4 pairs per person.    McKay shoes, department 242, has a total 

of 73 persons in dosing and lasting,produoing 193 P»ir« a day, making about 

2fc pair« per person.    These figur«« ar« «rtremely low wh«n on« takes into 

account the anount of maohin«ry u««d, «v«n if it i« not n«w. 

I 
I 
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Quality 

The quality is generally low, mainly beoause there appears to be little 

thought put into the product.    The materiale and the applied technology is not 

of high standard in most cases. 

Patterns are cut for one last and then, without tests, another last is 

used. 

The staff in the quality control section does not seem to be very well 

trained and does not really know what to look for.    Problems and faults are 

not promptly dealt with and the solutions are not quickly passed to the 

management for approval. 

Product specifications are out of date;    the responsible department is 

aware of this, but makes no effort to revise them. 

Materials 

Leather 

The leather used in the factory is all supplied by the tannery unit of 

the Corporation.    The upper leathers vary from good +o medium quality. 

It appears that the factory has little control over the type of leather 

supplied.      This applieB mainly to inaole leathers which are generally too 

hard and rigid. 

Micro rubber 

The micro rubber used is of poor quality in hardness and colear.    The 

micro rubber is produoed in Sri Lanka and it appearB that the manufacturers 

cannot always obtain the correct chemicals and therefore produoe a substandard 

material .-'Micro rubber splitting machines are not available in Sri Lanka at 

the moment, which makes it difficult to obtain the correct substances. 

Stiffeners and toepuffs 

Both leather and oelastio are used for toepuffs and stiffened, leather 

for the heavy types of footwear and celastic for cemented fuotwoar an;l shoes. 

Leather seems to be giving satisfactory results, but the use of oalustin 

for stiffness is not satisfactory.    By the time the shoe reaches the neat 

laster it is often completely dry because of the climate and the time taken, 

and is then very difficult to mould to the shape of the last. 

2/    See the report of N.C. Thakurta,  UNIDO expert in  rubber for use in 
the shoe  industry, of 29 April 7976 (UNIDO/lOD.33). 

-J 
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Shanks 

Where shanks are uBed,  they are made of wood.   Unfortunately, they do not 

fit the laBt.    For any boots properly fitting steel shanks should be used. 

Insole3 

All insoles are made of leather.    The leather used it generally hard and 

rigid which  is not suitable  for cement and welt  constructions.    It is aliso 

too hard for most of the McKay construction. 

LaatB 

As no  last production  exists in Sri   Lanka,   lasts have  to >o  ini ported,   nainly 

from Europe.     Because of delays in procedures,  other formalities,  and the dis- 

tance involved,  the lasts are often out  of date hefore they arrive.    This has 

prompte!  the  OLPfi shoe ft-t ,,y to keep a  collection of lash-   V .v nt.yles wliich 

the tales office finds difficult to sell. 

Fashion media 

The sales office complains that the  designs produced by the design office 

are not good.    The expert  found that no  fashion magazines are  supplied to the 

lenign    office.    3o far aw i.v from the lJo.-,t Kuropean     fashion  contro/,  it it- 

difficult to  follow fashion trends and therefore important to  oe supplied with 

good magazines (e.g. the Italian Moda Pelle). 

Direct-moulded soles 

After a preliminary discussion with the expert, CLPC decided that all of 

the present  IlcKay constructions should be transferred to thin new process, 

which would comprise Bix styles on to/"  last shapes. 

For the  purpose of production planning,  a survey of customors requirements 

was carried out by the counterpart and  the expert.     (For a detailed breakdown 

of customer requirements sue table 3.)    The resali of this survey was the 

identification of a t( tal  annual requirement  of 70,300  pairr..    Taking into 

account an estimated reject  rate of v/>,   a total annual production of 82,215 

pairs, say 8?,250 pairs, wan notablinhed. 
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With 240 working days per year, this makes a daily production rate of 

343 pairB. This figure is split up into six different designs on two last 

shapes, four on one and two on another. 

Table 3. Customer requirement 8 
(pairs) 

Design 

Customer Heavy sole Light sole To-tal 

20S 21S 21CC   4OMRP 61RC 63MR 

Army 15 000 1 000 16 000 

Navy 1 000 1 100 2 100 

Air force 2 000 2 000 

olice 
30 000 30 000 

Postal 8 OOO 8 000 

Department 

Tyre 75O 1 250 2 000 

corporation 

Cement 2 000 200 2 200 

corporation 

Steel 1 000 1 000 

corporation 

Petroleum 2 000 2 100 

corporation 

Others 

1 000 

3 000   ____ 

6 750  3 100 8 000 

10 000 13 000 

Total 15 000 44 450 78 3OO 

Prom table 3 one may see that the demand for the four styles with heavy 

soles amounts to 25,850 pairs and that for the two light-sole styles to 52,450 

pairs a year. 

The expert feels that a reject rate of 5# is excessive, particularly in 

view of the fact that for the heavy-Bole constructions there is virtually no 

sales outlet for rejects in Sri Lanka.    Therefore any damage occurring before 

vulcanizing should be repaired,which would reduce the reject rate to not more 

than'jflt to 156. 

J 
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The direct-moulded Bole proceBB calls for a much more precise shoemaking 

technique than the McKay construction used in the factory at present.    Much 

narrower tolerances in upper leathers will have to be observed.    This will also 

apply to other components such as stiffeners and toe puffs, and to a lesser 

extent to insoles.    Uppers and components must not vary from one design to 

another if these designs are going on the Bame last with the same sole mould. 

The four designs with heavy soles should, therefore, be changed in appearance 

to conform with the army boot.    This applies in particular to the back part of 

the boots.    Specifications of the leathers and other components are contained 

in annex I.    Changes to these specifications should only be made in consulta- 

tion with the mould manufacturer before the moulds are made.    Once the moulds 

have been supplied,  changes should only be made after exhaustive tests. 

At the moment all of the McKay construction is either hand-lasted or the  tee 

lasting is done on a Consol ta.* laster.    The expert feels that  this will not  he- 

good enough  for the new process and problems will occur which will result in rejects. 

The direct-moulded sole process is less labour- and machinery-intensive 

than the McKay construction and will result in redundant labour and machinery 

not only in the Lasting or Assembly Department, but also in the Bottom Stock 

Department.    Suggestions for economy in the use of machinery and labour are 

contained in annex II. 

Also, if production can be speeded up to more realistic figures, both in 

labour and machinery output, possibly by the introduction of some form of in- 

centive system,  then further savings can be mad« in both labour and machinery. 

An inspection of the existing lasts was oarried out and as the army boot 

last is 15 years old and in a very bad state of repair, it was decided that 

new lasts would be ordered both for the army boot (heavy sole)  and the two 

Bhoes on the light sole.    A new last for the light-sole shoe is needed because 

whole- and half-sizes of shoes are required by the customers and if linked- 

size lasts were purchased this would reduce the number of mould lasts and sole 

moulds required,  resulting in less capital outlay. 

Two quotations were obtained from machinery manufacturers, Desma of Bremen, 

Federal Republic of Germany, and CIC Ralphs Ltd, of Bath, United Kingdom. 

TheBe quotations, .both for the direct vulcanizing of 200 pairs of rubber soles on to 

army boot uppers in 8 hours, are given below for comparison. 
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Desma quotati 

8 Desina 203 vulcanizing presses 
{"  De Bina press at £3,535*44) 

12 Army boot moulds  (6  pairs) 
{'•  army boot mould, -£- pair, £938.14) 

1 Detjma O57  compressor unit* 

16 Light-sole moulds  (8 pairs) 
(1  light-sole mould, -g- pair, £938.14) 

on 

?o,^o3.^ 

11,257.78 

989.84 

15,0'0.24 

55,541.38 

CIC Ralphs quotation 

4 CTC Hark C vulcanizing presses 
{"   CIO press at £4,060) 

1 Hydraulir pressure unit 
(can operate 3 pressen) 

2 heating cabinets 
(1  heating: cabinet £330) 

6 peirt; army  loot moulds 
(l   pair army ¡joot moulds £1,'i'00) 

? pairs light-sole moulds 
(l  pair lifl^-sole moulds £1,7°°) 

16,240.00 

1,945.00 

660.00 

10,200.00 

13,600.00 

42,645.00 

I 
I 
i 

The pinoci; of both  quotations  are f.o.b.    Inquiries should be made whether 

the prices include installation and  training. 

With that machinery 400 pairs  can be produced ir. two shifts (16 hours), 

which will Kive 60 pairs  spare capacity.    It should be pointed out that 8 

Peona presser: are reeded because the Deuma press doer one foot only at a time 

whereas the CiC prece  can do one pair at a time. 

This proposed machinery will fit into the existí.^; buildings without any 

alterations;    power,   light and the  conveyor system are available so that the 

machines could simply be fitted in the proper position on the conveyor. 

The conclusion of the survey and the economic feasibility study is that 

the proposed installation of the direct-moulded sole equipment is a viable 

proposition provided that the above-mentioned production figures are obtained. 

:ie original quotation was in DM}    the conversion rate used was 3/   The 
£1 - ÎM4.43. 

4/    Suitable compressors might be already available in the factory. 
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11.    RECOMMENDATION S 

In compiling these recommendations the writer has had to consider  the 

factory as a whole and decide how the direct-moulded sole process would fit 

into the existing factory layout.    At the moment there are four lasting or 

assembly lines plus one hand-lasting section for army boots.    Each of these 

production lines is producing well undr.r its capacity. 

Production layout and productivity 

It is recommended that the production lines be concentrated into three 

instead of five.    ThiB will be achieved by combining the McKay Shoes 

Department 242 and the McKay Boots Department 24I  with the Cement Lasting 

Department 240  and using the cement lasting conveyor which is a power conveyor 

capable of transporting 1,200 pairs per eight-hour shift.    The total production 

on this conveyor will then be about 690 pairs a day, 340 pairs of what  were 

formerly McKay boots and shoes, whiofa will now be vulcanized,  plus the existing 

}")0 pairs a day of cement-lasted footwear. 

The other two production lines will then produce sewn welts on one and 

sandals and slipperB on the other. 

The essential lasting machinery is already available in the factory, 

i.e.  two pull toelasters and two seatlasters, of which one will be sufficient 

for 690 pairs per day. 

The reason   for this recommendation ìB that a satisfactory method of last- 

ing -the toes of the vulcanized production must be found.    The pull toelasters 

should be able to produce perfectly-shaped toes for vulcanizing provided that 

the correct wiper plates and toe bands are purchased. 

It is suggested that the vulcanized production is cement  forepart-lasted 

only.    Then,  at aide lasting, which will be tack-lasted for the vulcanized 

production only, tacks can be put in at the toe as reinforcement to prevent 

adhesive failure at vulcanizing. 

The vulcanized production must stay on the laBt overnight   to set and dry 

out.    If the lasting of the vulcanized production were started at 1.45 p.m., 

by 5.OO p.m., the end of the working day, all of the production should be 

lasted and would Ht.i,y on the last overnight. 

.J 
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The main problem will be to obtain th. production target.    For this pro- 

duction lino    P. maximum of 30 workers will be required.. At present there are 

at least 85 workers producing the same output.    The expert feels that some 

form of incentive system will have to be introduced to encourage the workers 

to be more productive. 

The layout of the production line and the sequence of operations are 

contained in annex III along with machinery requirements, the sequence of 

operations for separated production lines and the number of workers required. 

Additional machinery requirement s 

To improve the quality and to increase the production output, the purchase 

of the following additional machinery is recommended: 

Upper splitting machine 

As already stated, the upper materials must be made to closer tolerances 

for vulcanizing. It will be necessary to split the upper materials to ensure 

that the correct substances are obtained. The machine already in the factory 

is not in a good enough condition to ensure accurate splitting. 

Scouring and roughing machine 

The sole bond in the vulcani zing process depends on a high standird of 

roughing and flat bottoms.    A scouring and roughing machine will produce excellent 

results. 

In roughing and scouring,  where tacks and adhesives are used, there is a 

fire hazard.    It is important that a special type of extractor unit is used 

with the scouring and roughing machine which employs water (e.g. the British 

United Shoe M/C CO. NO. 3 Hydromatic Dust Control Unit). 

Pre-finishing machine for micro rubber 

This machine will improve production and quality and reduce the labour 

content.    It will be able to produce enough finished units a day to supply both 

the sandals and the cement-lasting production and will eliminate all of the 

existing sole-finishing operations. 

U 
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Vulcanizing machinery 

The expert recommends that the vulcanizing machinery be purchased from 

CIC Ralphe Ltd.    CIC Ralphs are a subsidiary of ClarkB, one of the largest 

shoe manufacturers in Europe.    They were one of the pioneers of this process 

and used the machines themselves.    Their machinery takes up less space and is 

cheaper than the equipment offered "by Desma.    Also, the expert has worked with 

CIC Ralphs machinery and has obtained very good results. 

It is further recommended that the lasts be obtained from Avalon Shoe 

Supplies which is also a subsidiary of Clarke.   This will ensure that as few 

problems as possible arise.    They also have rubber and adhesive factories and 

will supply chemical formulae for vulcanizing compounds and vulcanizing 

adhesiveB free of charge, if required.    They will also provide,  free of charge, 

upper patterns for the army boot. 

Improvement of quality 

The quality can be improved not only by better materials but also by in- 

stilling a pride of work in the workers.        More thought should be given to 

the product;  e.g., when white work is done,  the operators should see that 

their hands are clean and lasts should be cleaned from time to time. 

Improvements should be implemented quickly and the Quality Control 

Department should ensure this.    One of the most common faultB is the use of 

heels of the wrong height.    Many products do not stand properly because the 

heels are too high or too low.    The last manufacturer should inform the design 

office for what height of heel the last was made and only this height should 

be used. 

Materiali 

Leather 

The shoe factory Bhould ensure that it is supplied with the quality of leather 

it requires and not with what the tannery can supply.   This applies mainly to 

insole leather, whioh is far too hard and rigid. 

Stiffeners and toe ixiffs 

The leather toe puffs and stiffeners whioh are used mainly for the heavier 

products appear to be satisfactory.    They have, however, some drawbacks!   they 

take a long time to dry and set, are affected by the climate and are relatively- 

expensive. 
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While   celastic ìB very good for toe puffs,   it is reootnn.er.ded that it 

should not be used for stiffening, because owing to the climate in Sri Lanka it 

dries out before seatlasting and does not give good seats. 

In this connection the expert recommends that the possibility of starting 

a leather-board factory be looked into. Leather-board is widely used in the 

Western footwear industry for stiffeners and insoles.    There are several 

tannerieB and footwear factories in Sri Lanka, all producing leather waste, 

but there is no leather-board factory. 

Shanks 

In the heavy-sole vulcanized production steel shanks rather than wood 

shanks should be used and it should be ensured that the shanks fit.    The wooden 

ones in use at the moment do not fit. 

Follow-up 

It is expected that if the findings of this project are accepted the 

machinery will not be available in the factory before the beginning of 1979- 

The expert would recommend that either he himself or another expert returns 

to Sri Lanka at that time for two or three weeks to assist in the setting- 

up of the machinery. 

The project is a feasible proposition and if the production targets can 

be obtained it will make a profit as can be seen from the financial analysis 

given in annex IV. 
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Annex I 

Last l 

tipper mitt ri al 

E}yeletst 

.îki^e: 

Toe pufft 

Stiffenert 

Insolet 

ileell 

Solet 

ileel blockt 

Bottom filiert 

Shankt 

Lacet 

Suie size ßtampt 

Trade markt 

VULCANIZED MATERIAL SPECIFICATION 

A,    Army boot, design 20 S 

British army boot,  6-11 whole sizes only 

".ug grain vamp and quart  ru 1.9 - 2.T \um 
/,u,-j grain  tongue and eye" el facing 1.4 - I-'-  mm 

'Aug gra.i :  Lackstrap T.4 - I«b ""i 
Smooth leather Ice  cap I.9 - 2.1  mm 
Toe cap lining textile 0.3 mm 
Size 6 - 24 eyelets at 1 pair No. 48 long 
Sizes 7,8       - 32 eyelets at 1 pair No. 48 long 
Sizes 9,   10     - 32 eyelets at 1  pair No. 48 long 
Sizes 11,   12   - 36 eyelets at 1  pair No. 48 long 

Cap and vamp lap to be skived to maximum of 1  mm each 

Bark-tanned leather 2.3 - 2.5 mm;     lasting edges skived to 
0,9 - 1 mm;    thickness 17 mm 

Bark-tanned leather 2.3 - 2.5 mm;     lasting edges skived 
to 0.9 - 1 mm}    thickness 17 mm 

Bark-tanned leather 3.0 - 3«5 "*» 

Vulcanized 1 3/8" high thread  pattern to be \n deep 

Vulcanized 9/I6" thisk,  ll/32" thiok in waist,   tread 
on forepart 7/32" dsop 

Wood,  5/8"  thick,  chamfered it back at 45    to  5/l6M 

in height  (see sketch below)?    wood block pattern to be 
\" ¡-m lier than heel  pattern all   round 

Scrap upper leather 

:'te-;l  3/4" x O.U32" doublo-ribbed;   size 6-7 boot 
4^.» ahankj   8-9 boot 4  3/4" shank;   10-li bo t   <y» 
shank 

Bark-tanned leather,  100 om 

-\n tiize symbols 

Army wood block specification 

%* 

V 
5/16" 

5/16" 
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Lastt 

Upper materiali 

Relets« 

Toe puffi 

Stiffenerl 

Insole» 

Heelt 

Solei 

Heel blockt 

Bottom filien 

Shankt 

Lacet 

Sole sis« stampi 

Trade markt 

Last! 

Upper materiali 

B.   Naw boot, design 21/S 

British Army Boot,  6-11 whole sizes only 

Plain black chrome vamp and quarters 1.9-2.1 mm 
Plain black chrome tongue and eyelet 
Pacing 1.4 - 1 «6 mm 
Plain black chrome backstrap 1.4 - 1«6 mm 
Textile vamp lining 0.3 mm 
Plain black chrome backst rap 1.4 - 1«° mm 

Textile vamp lining 0.3 mm 

Size 6 - 24 eyelets at 1  pair No. 48 long 
Sir.es 7,8 - 32 eyelets at 1 pair No. 48 long 
Si íes 9,  10 - 32 eyelets at 1  pair No. 48 long 
Sizes 11,  12 - 36 eyelets at 1  pair No. 48 long 

Bark-tanned leather 2.3 - 2.5 mm;    lasting edges skived 
to 0.9 - 1.1 mm;     thickness 17 mm 

Bark-tanned leather 2.3 - 2.5 mm;    lasting edges skived 
to 0.9 - 1.1 mm;     thickness 17 mm 

Bark-tanned leather 3.0 - 3.5 mm 

Vulcanized 1 3/8" high tread pattern to be £• deep 

Vulcanized 9/I6" thick,  11/32" thick in waist, tread on 
forepart 7/32" deep 

Wood, 5/8" thick,   chamfered at back at 45° to 5/16" in 
height (see army boot specification);    wood block pattern 
to be £» smaller than heel pattern all round 

Scrap upper leather 

Steel 3/4" x O.032»1 double ribbed;    size 6 - 7 boot 4Í" 
shank, 8-9 boot 4 3/4" shank,  10-11 boot 5" shank 

Bark-tanned leather 

%* size symbols 

C.   Work boot, design 21 CC 

British army boot, 6-11 whole sizes only 

Nappa leather vamp and quarters 1.9 - 2.1 mm 
Ety-elet lining waate leather 1.3 mm 
Nappa leather baokstrap 1.4 - 1 «6 mm 
Textile vamp lining 0.3 mm 
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Etyeletsl 

Toe pufft 

Stiffenerat 

Ineolet 

Heel i 

Solei 

Heel blockt 

Bottom filiert 

Shankst 

Lacet 

Sole Bize stampi 

Trade markt 

Lastt 

Upper materiali 

E^yeletat 

Toe pufft 

Stiffenert 

Insolet 

Heelt 

Solei 

48 long,  16 pieces per 1 pairj    colour to matoh 

Celastic IC SC,  1.0 mm thick 

Oelastic 3 0 SC,  1.0 nun thick 

Bark-tanned leather 3.0 - 3.5 n"1 

Vulcanized 1 3/8" high, tread to be £' deep 

Vulcanized 9/16" thick,  11/31" thick in waist, tread on 
forepart 7/32" deep 

Wood, 5/8" thick, chamfered at back at 45   to 5/16" in 
height (see army boot specification);    wood block pattern 
to be %" smaller than heel pattern all round 

Scrap upper leather 

Steel 3/4" x 0.032", doubled ribbed|    size 6 - 7 boot 
44» shank, 8-9 boot 4 3/4" shank,  10-11 boot 5" shank 

55 cm 2 pieoes cord 

^" size symbols 

D.    Navy and air foros shoe, design 40 MRP 

British army boot, 6-11 whole sizes only 

Pebble grain chrome sideB, vamp and quarters 1.9 - 2.1 mm 
Pebble grain chrome sides baokstrap 1.4 - 1.6 mm 
Textile vamp lining 0.3 mm 
Pacing pebble chrome waste, tongue and eyelet facing 1.4 - 
1.6 mm 

16 pieces 9 RR (brass Japan) 

OelaBtic 10 SC i.O mm;  colour to matoh 

Bark-tanned leather 2.3 - 2.5 rami    lasting edges skived 
to 0.9 - 1.0 mm;    thickness 17 ran 

Bark-tanned leather 3.0 - 3.5 ran 

Vuloanized 9/I6" thiok,  11/32" thiok in waist, trssd on 
forepart 7/32" deep 

Vuloanized 9/I6" thiok,  11/32" thiok in waist, tread on 
forepart 7/32" deep 
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Heel blockt 

Bottom filiert 

Shankt 

Lacet 

Sole size stampt 

Trade markt 

Last: 

Upper materiali 

fiyeletst 

Toe pufft 

Stiffenerl* 

Heel: 

Solet 

Heel blockt 

Bottom filiert 

Shankt 

Lacet 

Sole size stampi 

Tade markt 

Wood, 5/8" thick, chamfered at back 45    *0 5/'6" height 
(see army boot spécification)?    wood block to be V1 smaller 
than heel pattern all round 

Scrap upper leather 

Steel, 3/4" x 0.032" double ribbed,  size 6 - 7 boot 4i 
shank, 8-9 boot 4 3/4" shank,  10-11 boot 5" shank 

55 om 2 pieces round cord 

-5" size symbols 

E.    Post office ahoet design 61 RC 

New police last 5 fitting combined whole £ sizes 

Chrome leather sides vamp 1.7 - 1.9 mm, quarters 1.4 - 
1.6 mm   toe cap 1.4 - 1.6 mm;    tongue 1.4 - 1.6 mm 
Textile toe cap lining 0.3 mm 
Counter lining natural chrome split  1.2 - 1.4 mm 
Eyelet lining chrome waste 

20 pieces blind 

Colastic 10 SC 1.0 mm 

Oelastio 10 SC 1.0 mm 

Vulcanized 1" total height, actual heel height 3/4"i 
pattern tread to be 3/32" deep 

Vulcanized, 7/I6" thick, including i/lo" initiation 
beading»    sole edge 3/8" thick;    maximum thickness under 
ball to be £' including 3/32" tread pattern?    waist to be 
11/32" 

Wood, 5/8" thick, chamfered at back at 45° i<° 5/16" in 
height (see army boot specification)?    wood block pattern 
to be 3/16" smaller than heel pattern all round 

Scrap upper leather 

Wood 

55 cm, 2 pieces cord 

-J" size symbols 

_J 
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LaBtt 

Upper materiali 

fyeletBt 

Toe puffl 

Stiffener! 

Insole« 

Heelt 

Solet 

Heel block! 

Bottom fillerl 

Shank! 

Lace: 

Sole size stamp! 

Trade mark! 

P.   Police shoe, design 63 MR 

New last 5 fitting, 5-10& sizes combined whole ^-sizes 

Chrome Bide 1.4 - 1.6 mm vamp and quarters 
Chrome side 1.4 - 1.6 mm toe cap 
Textile vamp lining 0.3 mm 
Leather quarter linings 1.2 - 1.4 mm 
Chrome side tongue 1.4 - 1.6 mm 

9 RR 20 to 1 pair, colour to match 

Celastic 10 SC 1.0 mm 

Celastic IC SC 1.0 mm 

Bark-tanned leather 2.6 - 3.0 mm 

Vulcanized,   1" total height, actual heel height 3/4", 
pattern tread to be 3/32" deep 

Vulcanized, 7/I6" thick,  including i/lo" initiation 
beadingj    sole edge 3/8" thick?    maximum -thickness under 
ball to be ^ including 3/32" tread pattern, waiBt to be 
11/32" 

Wood, 5/8" thick, chamfered at back at 45   to 5/16" 
in height (see army boot specification);    wood block 
pattern to be 3/I6" smaller than heel pattern all round 

Scrap upper leather 

Wood 

60 om 2 pieces cord 

•$*• size symbols 

\ 

 J 
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Annex II 

ECONOMY IN MACHINERY AND LABOUR THROUGH CONVERSION 
PROM MCKAY TO DIRECT-MOULDED PROCESS 

Redundant machinery- 

Machine No. Type of machine 

Department 241. McKay tooteI 

419 Blake stitching machine 

Screwing machine 94 

92 

186 

181 

381 

22 

263 

Loose nailer 

Heel attaching machine 

Edge trimming machine 

Heel pairing machine 

Sole lock-stitch machine 

Rough rounder 

Department 242. McKay shoes 

Middle tacking machine 73 

291 

65 

417 

107 

385 

487 

265 

268 

321 

211 

Blake    stitching machine 

Rough rounder 

Sole lock stitching 

Levelling machine 

Loose nailer 

Heel trimming machine 

Edge trimming machine 

Heel scouring machine 

Heel trimming machine 

Edge burnishing machine 

Labour saved 

Total 

1 

£ 

1 

1 

Total 10 

u 
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Redundant machinery Labour saved 

Machine No. Type of machine 

Department 210. bottom stock 

Large bottom press 

Clioking press 

Heel moulding machine 

Heel breast scouring machine 

Heel cupping machine 

Heel building (hand) 

Total 

Grand total 

1 

1 

1 

1 
7 

23 

I 
I 
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Annex III 

SBQUMCES OP OPERATIONS AND 
CONVEÏOR LAYOUT 

A. Combined lasting and finishing process for vulcanized 
and cemented production 

Planned for a minimum production of 690 pairs per day. Number of workers 

required: 30. 

Sequence of operations 

1. Tack on insoles 

2. Cement insoles and uppers 

3. Insert toe puffs and stiff enere 

4. Back tack 

5. Cement last forepartB 

6. Cement last siles (hand) 

7. Tack laBt sides and reinforce toes (vulcanized only) 

8. Seat laBt 

9. Remove insole tacks and pass 

10. Pound 

11. Scour    and rough 

12. Attach Bhanks and bottom fill 

13. Attach heel blockB (hand-vulcanized only) 

14. Cement bottoms 

13. Cement solee (oement lasted) 

16. Attach sole (cement lasted) 

17. Last slip 

18. Vulcanize 

19. Trim flash (vulcanized only) 

20. Examine 

21. Insert socks 

22. Clean and dress uppers 

23. Box 

f 
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Machinerv required 

Machine requirements correspond to the numbers on combined conveyor lay- 

out. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Machine (existing) 

Hand and machine (existing) 

Hand 

Machine (existing) 

2 machines (existing) 

2 hand 

Machine (existing) 

Machine (existing) 

Hand 

10. Machine (existing) 

11. Machine (new) 

Hand 

Hand 

Hand 

Hand 

Machine (existing) 

17. Machine (existing) 

18. 4 machines (new) (vulcanizing) 

18 A. 2 preheaters (new) 

18 B. 1 pressure unit (new) 

19. Hand 

All other operations carried out by hand. 

B.    Cement laetinff and finishing 

Seauenoe of operations 

Planned for 350 pairs per day, using pre-finiehed sole units.    Number of 

workers required!    18. 

1. Tack on insole 

2. Cement insole and upper 

3. Insert toe puff and stiffener 

.-¿i 
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4. Back tack 

5. Cement last   forepart 

6. Cement Bide  last  (hand) 

7. Seat last 

8. Remove insole tacks and pass 

9. Scour and rough 

10. Attach shanks and bottom fill 

H. Cement shoe  bottoms 

12. Cement soles 

13. Attach sole 

14. Last slip 

15. Examine 
16. Insert socks 

17. Clean and dresB uppers 

18. Box 

C.    Vulcanized lasting and vulcanizing 

Sequence of operations 

Planned for  340 pairs per day.    Number of workers required!    20. 

1. Tack on insoles 

2. Cement insoles and uppers 

3. Insert toe puffs and stiff «nere 

4. Back tack 

5. Cement last  foreparts 

6. Tack last sides and reinforoe toes 

7. Seat last 

8. Remove insole tacks and pass 

9. Pound 

10. Scour and rough 

11. Attach shanks and bottom fill 

12. Last slip 

13. Attach heel blocks 

14« Cement bottoms 

13. Vulcanize 

16. Trim flash 

17* Bramine 

18. Insert Books 

19* Clean and drees uppers 

20. Box 
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C.    Requirement of funde 
TH thouiand SRB) 

Foreign 
exchange 

Looal 
expenditure 

Total 
reauirement 

Fixed assets 912 684 1 596 

Working capital .24- 
966 

155 

839 

209 

1 805 

-J 
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